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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally 

eligible to be called for interview, for selection to the post of  CARPENTRY INSTRUCTOR - Statewide  

(Category No. 336/2016 ) in SOCIAL JUSTICE Department on RsRS5250-8390/- on the basis of the 

Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 24/05/2017.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 

indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. 

:

:

0471-2447201

Thiruvananthapuram

HEAD OFFICE, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

110/18/ERIII

Main List

101541 101612 101748 102326 102413 102985

106270 109137 109560 110325

Supplementary List

Ezhava

102723 104502 108202 109189 109511 109809

109815

Scheduled Caste

102125 103613 106540 107695 110691

Scheduled Tribe

101161 104222 104439 110190 110951

Muslim

101848 102362 108892 109310 109643 109910

Latin Catholics/A.I.

100860 103491 106279 106458 109641

O.B.C.

100645 101508 102405 106248 111348

Viswakarma

100985 101565 104196 108560 109598

SIUC Nadar

100763 101192 101193 101540 108195



2 CARPENTRY INSTRUCTOR

  Statewide 

O.X.

101365 104393 104462 104610 106962

Dheevara

100960 102726 104568 106070 107219

Hindu Nadar

100308 101079 101090 101280 101289

Office of the

Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission 

of  application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the short list does not confer any right 

on the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including eligible and qualified candidates who have secured top 

marks in the OMR Test. 

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 59.33 marks and above are included in the Main List of the 

short list and the requisite marks have been lowered to the extent necessary in respect of the 

Supplementary list.

Note:- (4)  Candidates included in the short list should present and produce in person the original  

documents for verification.  Date, Time and Venue of certificate verification and interview of candidates 

included in this short list will be intimated in due course.

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer 

scripts can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the 

Ranked List to be published for the post. 

Note :- (6)  SC/ST candidates included in the short list are required to produce two copies of community 

certificates issued by the revenue authority and candidates belonging to Other Backward Classes included in 

this list who are required to produce  Non – Creamy Layer Certificate as per G.O (P) No: 81/09/SC/ST/DD 

dated 26.09.2009 shall produce the same along with the other documents mentioned above at the time of 

verification of original documents.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 24/05/2017 will be issued to those candidates 

who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  Candidates whose 

Register Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No :ERIII(2)5704/17/EW dtd 

07/12/2018.

Head Office,Thiruvananthapuram

SAJU GEORGE

SECRETARY

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Head Office ,  Thiruvananthapuram


